
Within3 Insights  
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Unlock the transformative power of insights for more confident business decisions.

Insights can come from almost anywhere – and that’s kind of the problem. From global disease communities 

to 1:1 physician interactions, insights and data accumulate quickly. Now, you can organize and contextualize 

insights across your team in a single, custom-configured platform.

The Within3 insights management platform accommodates all of your insight-gathering activities, starting 

with a better understanding of your specific disease community. Our platform offers easy configurations and 

endless possibilities, with our client strategy and data science teams on hand to make recommendations that 

help you get the best results. 
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Identify and engage diverse voices to drive a higher quality and 

volume of unique insights. Asynchronous online conversations enable 

global participation across time zones, with in-platform translation  

into 100+ languages and full product translation so everyone can 

contribute equally. Blinded or private questions, document annotation 

and co-creation, a full moderator dashboard, and other features allow 

complete flexibility, time for thoughtful engagement, and follow-up 

opportunities for the most revealing and powerful insights.

Get answers to your most critical questions – like where to locate  

or expand clinical trial sites, MSL team strategy, sales and marketing 

targeting strategy, or finding key market influencers – with a bespoke 

view of your disease community built on deep network analytics applied 

to hundreds of data sources.

Drive better decisions with advanced analytics powered by humans. 

Our team scours and cleans data from hundreds of scientific, social, 

transparency, and US treatment sources – then our algorithms calculate 

and reveal deep connections across your area of focus. As insights are 

generated, life science-trained natural language processing identifies 

trending concepts and understands the sentiment of input and  

discussions so you can accelerate the time from insight to action.

Transform how your field force works and get away from antiquated 

data management processes like spreadsheets, documents, and emails 

that require tedious manual analysis. Harness the power of efficiently 

sharing, managing, and analyzing key observations from the field.

Expert customer support that goes way beyond technical assistance.  

Your dedicated client success team helps you customize and evolve 

your solution. Data scientists work with you to understand your needs, 

collaboratively walk through key data refinement, and build the most 

effective disease community landscape. And our professional web 

conference production team is available to help you create and execute 

sophisticated virtual events designed to elicit deep, actionable insights.

KEY BENEFITS of WITHIN3 IMP



ABOUT WITHIN3

Within3 is the world leader in life science insights management. Our insights management platform empowers you to 

understand your market and its key influencers better, gain diverse insights through better stakeholder engagement, and 

obtain answers more quickly through faster analysis. The insights management platform lets you collaborate anywhere, 

anytime, in nearly any language. It reveals the influencers and relationships within your disease community through powerful 

network analytics. And it uses the power of artificial intelligence to unlock trends and sentiments from field team interactions. 

To learn more about the insights management platform or to request a demo, visit www.within3.com.

www.within3.com

KEY FEATURES of WITHIN3 IMP
Understanding your disease community to drive strategy

• Pre-filtered disease community landscape, including US treatment patterns and locations of HCP influence   

• Data analysts who custom-define your specific disease community

• Year-round social listening for insight into trending conversations across digital spaces 

•  Our disease community analytics reveal connections among the healthcare network to determine key  
connectors, understand influence, and engage the most relevant voices

Drive better conversations with more diverse, global participants to drive better insights

•  Field engagement application enables central management of field team strategy and central  
observation capture

•  Asynchronous conversation capability enables participants to participate in the same conversation across 
time zones and yields more thoughtful responses beyond simple agreement

•  In-conversation translation into 100+ languages and full product translation allows all participants to  
experience every conversation comfortably

•  Blinded and private questions support compliance in patient conversations and allow participants to feel 
comfortable in their responses without risk of bias or influence

• Conversation moderation support drives high levels of engagement with our expert services

•  Enable better collaboration with document annotation and co-creation, including all of our global  
conversation capabilities tailored to life science engagement

Improve management and analysis of HCP conversations to accelerate analysis

• Get insights from across the platform into your trending insights dashboard 

•  AI/NLP helps you easily understand trending concepts across gathered insights – simplify and speed 
your analysis

Client success and data science support to help you strategize and execute

• Experts with 10+ years of experience and industry expertise

• Dedicated team to help you analyze incoming insights that drive answers

• Customer success team to help determine a 12-month strategy that builds and evolves your platform

• Experts video conference production to produce sophisticated live, virtual conversations

What answers can we help you find? Get a personalized needs assessment at within3.com.
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Utility for every part of the organization, from discovery to post-launch.

PATIENT NEEDS

SCIENTIFIC INNOVATIONMEDICAL INNOVATION

Target      Preclinical      Phase I      Phase IIa      Phase IIb      Phase III      Launch     Phase IV/Use

Clinical R&D Med Affairs Commercial


